Successful Startups of
Creative Business Network
6Degrees
6Degrees has invented MyMove - a personalised, touch-free wearable that enables people with disabilities to manage any
digitalised platform. It reconnects individuals with hand dexterity loss back to their social-digital life and assist in changing the
process of rehabilitating through means of gamification and real-time insights.
Global Winner 2018
www.6degrees.tech

Alga Life
Algae works on the basis of algaeing – which, with their own words, means “…being proactive against climate change”. With their
ground-breaking technology, they create scalable solutions for manufacturing fibres and dyeing fabrics from algae. Their innovation
covers all three of their goals; i.e. maintaining solutions that serve the planet, industry and skin altogether.
National Winner Israel 2017
www.algaeing.com

Bildits
Bildits has created a mini kit that allows you to experience and play with the process of building a construction with your own
hands – simply in miniature. Regardless of preferences and age, Bildist offers you a first-hand and authentic engineering
experience, as you deal with everything from frame- to formwork, to construction and polishing.
3rd place Global Finals 2017

www.bildits.com
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Blitab
Blitab is one of the first ever companies to mend the bridge between vision impairment and the digitalised sphere. Their tablet,
Blitab, is renowned as the “tablet for the blind” for good reason; when applying Blitab it enables you to read any digital text on a
Braille surface, letting you read tactile text and experience graphics in real time.
Global Winner 2015
www.blitab.com

The Buzzard
The Buzzard is one of the first ever companies to tackle filter bubbles imprint on the digital word. With their award winning
platform, they license people to access the internet with a worldwide opinion navigator, systematically disposing biased political
content on its way.
National Winner Germany 2017
www.buzzard.org

Clicbots
KEYi Technology offers you the complete consumer experience of building your own robot with their kit Clicbot. The kits’ parts come
with 50+ predefined configurations and 200+ reactions to apply to your robot, which give you a 100% fully personalised experience
and construction to the end. Clicbot allows you to create complex cinematic and combinatory movements and has even been
selected as Best Programable Robot by Forbes.
Global Winner 2017
www.clicbot.keyirobot.com
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City Transformer
City Transformer’s two-seater electric vehicle represents the urban lifestyle and city’s new means of transport. Their innovation has
two modes: a performance mode, where it can reach up to 55 miles pr. hour when cruising down the streets, and, where it really
manifests its distinct edge, a city mode. In city mode the vehicle retracts its wheels, pulling them closer to achieve a one-meter
width for narrow streets and snug spots.
3rd place Global Finals 2016
www.citytransformer.com

DEAFMETAL®
DEAFMETAL seeks to transform the world of hearing impediments with her creativity and style. Her innovative jewellery is a
jumping-off point for changing the world of wearables and hearing aids, as well as cochlear implants. DEAFMETAL gives you the
chance to personalize your hearing device(s) to fit your preferences and style, offering a great diverse selection and, in return,
promises 600% flexible and non-allergic products.
2nd place Global Finals 2019
www.deafmetal.store

EduJoc
Edujoc aims to assist children’s education through means of role-playing games and toys that are targeted at activating and
securing continuous development. EduJoc believes that by educating children through playing, they benefit from and develop their
creative potential. Besides promising cost-effective products and methods, their innovations have already shown their leverage by
being awards five starts across multiple platforms.
National Winner Moldova 2015
www.edujoc.md
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Epic!
Epic! is an award-winning children’s app for iPad and Android tablets that allows parents and children to create animated and
interactive stories, tweak them to perfection and share them with other parents. By using the characters and other elements
available in their library, children and parents can create their own story from scratch and share it with other families.
Winner Play&Learn 2013
www.getepic.com

Exonicus – Anatomy Next
Exonicus has succeeded the throne as being the leading global provider of virtual reality trauma training technologies. Their
mission and speciality is redefining how we teach, learn and practice emergency medicine – which, in result, will help us save more
lives. Moreover their virtual reality software, which primarily is used for military emergency medical training, support patient care,
but also saves money and time in the medical industry in several respects.
National Winner Latvia 2017
www.exonicus.com

GIGI BLOKS
GIGI BLOKS are oversized building blocks made for children to play with their imagination; with the blocks they can build their own
real-sized house, tower, animal or something fourth – it is really up to the child’s imagination. The building blocks come in two
different sizes and children from 3-years-old and above can play with them, while the blocks’ durable cardboard makes it a sturdy,
eco-friendly product.
2nd place Global Finals 2014
www.gigibloks.com
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Gigoia Studios
Gigoia Studies have created a solution for artist to digitalize art; and respectively, for consumers to enjoy art virtually. Their
templates include 360° videos, oculus quests and computer games, enabling artists to create virtual content and galleries to
exhibit their creations. Gigoia Studios is specialised in everything from art, history, music and design, so they offer quality 3D
experiences for audiences.
National Winner Brazil 2018
www.gigoiastudios.com

Green City Solutions
Green City Solution is a climate focussed company intent on “growing fresh air”. Due to the inclination of people residing in the city,
the quality of air lessens simultaneously with the pollution accelerating. For that reason, Green City Solution collected a team of
experts covering grounds like horticulture, biology, mechanical engineering, computer science and architecture and made the
world first bio-tech filter: The CityTree.
Global Winner 2016
www.greencitysolutions.de

Grød
In September 2011, Founder Lars Skjønning Andersen, being only 21-years-old, opened the world’s first porridge bar. Being
obsessed with porridge, he wanted to change porridge’s reputation by redesigning and enhancing the otherwise simple dish. Now,
ten years later, there are 10 Grød bars located all over Copenhagen and Grød has expanded its business to online sales and 7/11
stores in Denmark as well.
National Winner Denmark 2014
www.groed.com
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iFarm
Studies have shown, that by 2050, 80% of the population will be resided in urban areas. For that reason, iFarm have created
technological solutions and tools for urban farming, in order to maintain and encourage stable and sustainable productions. Their
solution as made specifically to fit everyone from the single apartment based individual wanting to grow for personal use, to large
companies that manufactures for commercial purposes.
National Winner Russia 2018
www.ifarm.fi

Joulia
Julia works with aim of meeting three specific requirements; their products need to be energy- and money saving while still being
comfortable. Focused on working against global warming, their products seeks to provide sustainable showers for everyone. From
this stems their “Joulia-inline” technology, which is a scalable heat recovery module that is integrated through a slim invisible
channel in the shower floor.
National Winner Switzerland 2017
www.joulia.com

Kinematics
T Kinematics have invented a robot building set that makes it possible for all age groups to design their own personal robot. They
were intended on meeting two factors; to make teaching faster – making their set out of compact teaching material – and more
efficiently – promising a complete robot within the timespan of maximum of 45 minutes.
2nd place Global Finals 2013
www.tinkerbots.de
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Lapee
Lapee is the first company to invent the female counterpart to the male urinal. Lapee consists of three squat-urinals made of bright
pink recycled plastic and manufactured, with an eye to their stackable design in order to reduce carbon emissions when
transported. In return, they offer women a quicker, more hygienic and safer solution for female during outdoor events.
Global Winner 2019
www.lapee.dk

MakerClub
MakerClub makes 3D printed robotics projects for kids, teaching coding, electronics, and product design. They also run cutting
edge digital workshops teaching a range of technologies from creating video games to VR, as well as running courses with their
own robotics projects.
Winner Play&Learn 2015
www.facebook.com/makerclubuk

Mash&Co
Mash&Co contributes to a better world by creating apps, cartoons, and videogames that seek to empower kids' through means of
narratives and gamification. Their age-fitting stories revolves around dilemmas of social inclusion, diversity, empathy, ecoawareness on the adventures of a mushroom called Mash and a snail named Periwinkle.
National Winner Italy 2015
www.mashandco.tv
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Mightifier
Mightfier is the world’s first Flipped-SEL™ (social-emotional learning) digital solution for teachers and students to facilitate smooth
and ground-breaking learning situations. It ensures that teachers and students maintain the same flexibility in remote-learning as
in-class teaching.
National Winner Finland 2017
www.mightifier.com

Miro
Miro is the online collaborative whiteboard platform that enables distributed teams to work effectively together, from running
brainstorming sessions, workshops, planning projects to designing new products, all while still facilitating an agile working flow.
Google Workspace has partnered with Miro, an online whiteboard platform, to enhance its productivity in hybrid environments.
National Winner Russia 2013
www.miro.com

Mixtroz
Mixtroz (mixer + introduction) is a technology that helps event attendees easily connect with one another, all while simultaneously
helping the host collect valuable data about attendees, based on their responses to customized questions. As of now they have
been mentioned in Forbes, The New York Times, CNN and Business Insider, to name a few.
Invio Solution Winner 2017
www.mixtroz.com
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Mystery Makers
Mystery Makers creates entertainment that pushes the boundaries of human imagination and intellect. Offering brain-teasing
group experiences that inspire interaction and collaboration, with plenty of fun in the process, it is ideal for everything from
teambuilding to private affairs.
National Winner Denmark 2012
www.mysterymakers.dk

Orange Fiber
Orange Fiber manufactures patented sustainable fabrics for fashion from citrus juice by-products. Following a collaboration with
Politecnico di Milano University back in 2012, the process has been valued to save more than 700.000 tons of citrus a year – and
that is just in Italy.
National Winner Italy 2012
www.orangefiber.it

Owiwi
The HR tech startup Owiwi offers a game-based talent assessment platform that helps businesses measure the soft skills of their
applicants through immersive games. By using Owiwi, CEOs and HR professionals can easily reduce the risk of poor employment.
Winner Play&Learn 2021
www.owiwi.co.uk
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Photio
Fractal is a company that redefines the limits of products of massive use, such as paints, polymers and asphalt, giving them
properties that redefine their application and use. Their goal is to transform the major sources of pollutant emission into the
solution by mixing academia and industry.
Global Winner 2021
www.photionano.com

Plant Jammer
Plant Jammer’s vision is to fight climate change by stopping food waste through empowering people to cook more plant-based
food. They do it through means of artificial intelligence and machine learning, unleashing peoples’ creativity in the kitchen. With
their app Plant Jammer technology, people learn to love cook and discover food pairs they never imagined existed.
National Winner Denmark 2017
www.plantjammer.com

Poputar
Poputar specializes in the gamification of self-learning music and focuses on maing the process more fun and efficient with
technology. Playing a guitar is cool, but practicing a guitar is tough - why Poputar is born to give you an easy and fun experience.
2nd place CBC Global Finals 2016
www.poputar.com
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Raiku
RAIKU is a natural, beautiful, and soon-to-be the cheapest biodegradable alternative to bubble wrap made from wood. RAIKU is a
natural alternative to plastic bubble wrap made of our wood industries’ waste.
Global Winner 2020
www.raiku.co/

RedButton
Redbutton is a African women’s wear label that seeks to create statement pieces from sustainable material and art from all over
the world. They focus on the ‘working woman’ who needs work-, lounge-, and casual wear and accessories, crafted with love. This
not only depicts genius design innovation, but also commitment to develop more eco-friendly options.
National Winner Africa 2019
www.redbuttonng.com

SafariSeat
SafariSeat is a revolutionary, low cost, all-terrain wheelchair. It is easy to repair, and can be manufactured with basic tools, using
locally available materials and components. SafariSeat gives people independence, unlocking access to education, employment,
and a life beyond the confinements of their own home.
3rd place Global Finals 2020
www.safariseat.org
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Scent Camera
Scent Camera is a mobile device for consumers to record, store, and release scents on the same level they take pictures or record
sounds. Scent Camera will be first available on the mobile market that will record, store and release scents, which, thanks to neuro
stimuli, can re-create the scent of your memories.
3rd place Global Finals 2021
www.scentcamera.com

Skipit
Skipit is on a mission to redefine travelling and allow everyone to travel local. They help everyone skip the hassle of transporting
and leave a positive footprint on a destination. The Skipit app empowers its community with the tools they need to move around a
new city. It provides you with a cross boarder digital Skipit card, giving you easy access to public transport networks throughout
European capitals, whilst connecting you with local neighbourhoods across some of Europe's biggest cities.
National Winner Denmark 2021
www.skipit.cc

Snuggs
Snuggs is period-proof underwear. It can be worn as a backup or replacement to pads and tampons. One pair can be washed and
used repeatedly for up to two years. Snuggs underwear enables you to be more productive, comfortable, and self-confident while
on your period. As a startup, they quickly gained a community of 100.000 satisfied customers across Europe.
3rd place Global Finals 2019
www.snuggs.com
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Songpark
Songpark is musician’s ultimate communication tool. Songpark has developed a new synchronization and transfer protocol
for ultra-low laten audio transfer over the internet. The protocol is implemented in a portable hardware device compatible with all
existing musical instruments – then, together with the app, it makes a user-friendly and flexible way of finding other musicians and
play with them in real time.
2nd place Global Finals 2021
www.songpark.com

Spot
Spot specializes in creating solutions with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. It has managed to stand out in the
development of disruptive technologies thanks to its main quality: its entrepreneurial spirit, which is the core of the team.
National Winner El Salvador 2019
www.spotcloud.io

Team Mymic
The Mymic mask is an eco-friendly and inclusive mask developed to protect against diseases in an more integrative way. Its
transparency overcomes the barriers of ordinary masks to non-verbal communication. Not only is it characterized by its washable
and interchangeable filters, but it is also customizable to suit your personal style.
National Winner Switzerland 2021
www.mymic.eu
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TimeFlip
TIMEFLIP2 is a human-friendly tracker, designed to make time-tracking effortless and enjoyable. Unlike software time-tracking
tools, TIMEFLIP2 is a connected device and offers a radically different user experience, which makes it easier to use and take on.
National Winner Russia 2017

www.timeflip.io

V-Art
The V-Art App puts a gallery in your pocket. Thanks to blockchain and a system of licenses, the platform enables its users to buy
and sell digital art through its marketplace, showcase it through interactive virtual exhibitions supported by AR and by the network
with the community all in one place.
Winner investor pitch 2021
www.v-art.digital

Voiceitt
Voiceitt is a speech recognition app for people with speech disabilities, disorders, or impairments. Designed by experts in
algorithms and linguistics, Voiceitt learns and takes on your unique speech patterns. By using statistical modelling and machine
learning, Voiceitt improves every time you use it and ensures a personal experience.
Winner Play&Learn 2014
www.voiceitt.com
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Whizwall
With the Whizwall app you can draw, type and create on large augmented reality walls, turning your mobile into an air mouse. It’s
easy to create your own Whizwalls as well as invite others to join in and share the same wall, so you can get creative, collaborate,
and have fun together, wherever you are.
3rd place Creative Platform Challenge
www.whizwall.com
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